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Shopping/Services

Food Shopping

The cost of living in Belgium is a lot more expensive than the UK and food shopping 
is no exception. There is a reasonable range of supermarkets but limited 
competition to drive prices and customer service. 

Delhaize – Roughly equivalent to Waitrose - choice and prices vary widely between 
branches but it is slightly less expensive than Carrefour. 

Carrefour – These are roughly equivalent to Sainsbury’s. 

Colruyt/Okay – Open to everyone, but has more of a cash and carry feel. It’s a 
good value place to shop, but not very attractive. Usually have freshly cooked 
meats to taste on a Saturday morning. 

Lidl/Aldi – both these familiar supermarkets are also available. 

Stonemanor - AKA The British Shop. They stock most things you can’t otherwise 
find in Belgium and it’s worth having a wander around to know what they do stock 
but it is expensive compared to UK. If you can’t do without your special treats, 
here’s where to shop. They also sell Argos items via mail order. Again, there is a 
mark-up, but this can still be worthwhile for large items such as white goods.

www.stonemanor.uk.com
Steenhofstraat 28, 3078 Everberg, 

Tel: 02759 4978 
(closed Mondays) 

Food Allergies - the Belgian supermarkets and other specialist shops stock a range 
of gluten and dairy free products. These can be expensive compared to the UK. 

Milk - fresh milk is not widely available. If you can’t find it in the fridges close to the 
yoghurts, then it is likely that the shop only sells long-life milk. As far as we are 
aware, Stonemanor (see below) is the only place where you can buy fully skimmed 
milk. 

Bread - is normally freshly baked, and you can slice it at the machines close by. 
Some shops do sell “breakfast” pre-sliced bread, but it’s not the same. If all else 
fails, Stonemanor has Kingsmill and other British breads, but remember to check 
the sell by date and the price! Many of the local bakers are open for half a day on 
Sunday mornings. 

http://www.stonemanor.uk.com/
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You will probably find that your village has a local supermarket too. There are a 
good range of delicatessens, butchers and bakers in all the villages and suburban 
centres. Be aware that plastic carrier bags need to be bought, so take your “bags 
for life” along whenever you shop! 

Electrical

Brico is a bit like B&Q, household and garden items.

Krëfel specialises in the field of electrical appliances, TV, stereo, video, multimedia, 
telecom and photography. 

Media Markt is a large chain selling white goods, computer consumables, dvds etc. 

Clothes

The main shopping areas in Brussels are Rue Neuve (chain stores) and Avenue 
Louise (luxury shopping). INNO is the department store that you’ll find in most 
malls. 

Clothes can be expensive in Belgium, but the sales are excellent and genuine. 
There are shopping malls in Stokkel, Leuven, Anderlecht and Waterloo. The largest 
mall is the Woluwe Centre, an indoor shopping mall in Woluwe St Pierre, next to 
Roodebeek Metro. Parking at malls is generally underground and there is plenty of 
it. 
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Hairdressers

Nancy’s Hair Salon, Leuvensesteenweg 67, Tervuren, 
tel: 02 767 3263

Hairstudio Chrystel and Glen, Moorselstraat 220, 3080 Moorsel,
http://www.christelenglen.be/index.html
tel: 02 768 21 22

Studj’o Hairstyle, Tramlaan 133A, 1933 Sterrebeek,
tel: 02 731 3101

Victoria’s Scizzors, Goedestraat 30, Meerbeek, 
www.victoriassizors.com/en
tel: 02 767 2247

Blow – Merode
www.blowhairdressing.be

Deborah Hair Salon – Tervuren
02 767 8258

Cindy’s Hairstyle – Vossem
02 768 1406

Stefan – barbers – Hoornzeelstraat 29 Tervuren
027676121

http://www.christelenglen.be/index.html
http://www.victoriassizors.com/en
http://www.blowhairdressing.be/
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